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Individualization of exosuit assistance based on measured
muscle dynamics during versatile walking
R. W. Nuckols*†, S. Lee†, K. Swaminathan†, D. Orzel, R. D. Howe, C. J. Walsh*

INTRODUCTION

Wearable robotic systems have the potential for assisting locomotion in numerous areas, including recreation, clinical rehabilitation
and assistance, and occupations with demanding tasks. As the field
moves toward designing for more widespread use and real-world
applications, the effectiveness of systems will depend on their ability
to address variability in the human user and to adapt to different
tasks. Human walking is influenced by sex, height, body composition, age, and muscle strength (1–6) and can be further affected by
neural or muscular disorders such as stroke (7) or Parkinson’s disease (8). An individual’s walking is also altered by the environment
(9–11) and task (12–14).
The importance of human individuality and the need for customizing exoskeleton or exosuit assistance to the person and task
are becoming increasingly clear in the field of wearable robotics.
For the lower extremity, the leading approach for individualizing
assistance profiles to the person is human-in-the-loop (HIL) optimization (15). By continuously measuring physiologic feedback of
whole-body metabolic demand while individuals walk with assistance,
the assistance profiles and parameters can be iteratively updated until
metabolic demand is minimized. This approach has produced exciting results, significantly reducing the energy cost of walking (15, 16)
and running (17). However, although optimization is effective, it also
requires a relatively long time (64 to 208 min) to converge on optimal parameters for even a single walking task (e.g., fixed speed and
level ground) (15).
An alternative approach for assistance derives the profiles from
biological mechanisms and aims to mimic the intent of the individual
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at a local joint or muscle level. By emulating the mechanics of the
wearer, these biomechanistic strategies may enable increased versatility because the assistance is inherently reflective of the individual
and how they adapt to locomotor tasks. Prior joint-level approaches
have targeted joint moment, power, or key features of them (e.g.,
onset, peak, and offset timings of assistance) (18–22). Proportional
surface electromyography (EMG)–based controllers measure the
neural activation of a muscle and generate assistance profiles that
are proportional to that neural activation profile (23, 24). Studies
using these biomechanistic approaches have shown that assisting
specific muscles can lead to reductions in whole-body energetics
and, at a local level, reduce biological joint moment, power, and
muscle activity (18–20, 23). Despite existing mechanistic approaches
having benefits of individualization and adaptability, a limitation
may be that they do not fully consider the underlying muscle-tendon
(MT) dynamics (Fig. 1A), which cannot be entirely captured with
conventional kinematic or EMG measurement techniques (25, 26).
The ability of the ankle joint to efficiently produce the majority
of positive power in walking (26) is linked to the ankle plantar flexor
MTs. Over a gait cycle, the plantar flexor MTs with short pennate
muscle fascicles and long compliant in-series tendons enable efficient storage and return of elastic mechanical energy (27). The neuromuscular system is tuned to permit this effective exchange of
energy between the muscle, tendon, and environment. In level
walking at 1.25 m s−1, during early stance (~0 to 30% of the gait
cycle), the plantar flexor muscle fascicles generate force approximately isometrically, meaning that the muscle is not changing
length and is acting like a mechanical clutch. By remaining approximately isometric, the muscle fascicle can operate under favorable
force-velocity (F-V) contractile conditions where force production
is economical (Fig. 1B). During this time region, the Achilles tendon
(AT) is also stretching and storing mechanical energy while the ankle
dorsiflexes. Toward mid-stance (~40%), the muscle begins to contract
concentrically (shorten) to add additional energy to the MT system.
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Variability in human walking depends on individual physiology, environment, and walking task. Consequently,
in the field of wearable robotics, there is a clear need for customizing assistance to the user and task. Here, we
developed a muscle-based assistance (MBA) strategy wherein exosuit assistance was derived from direct measurements of individuals’ muscle dynamics during specific tasks. We recorded individuals’ soleus muscle dynamics using ultrasonographic imaging during multiple walking speeds and inclines. From these prerecorded images,
we estimated the force produced by the soleus through inefficient concentric contraction and designed the exosuit assistance profile to be proportional to that estimated force. We evaluated this approach with a bilateral ankle
exosuit at each measured walking task. Compared with not wearing a device, the MBA ankle exosuit significantly
reduced metabolic demand by an average of 15.9, 9.7, and 8.9% for level walking at 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 meters second−1,
respectively, and 7.8% at 1.25 meters second−1 at 5.71° incline while applying lower assistance levels than in existing
literature. In an additional study (n = 2), we showed for multiple walking tasks that the MBA profile outperforms other
bioinspired strategies and the average profile from a previous optimization study. Last, we show the feasibility of online
assistance generation in a mobile version for overground outdoor walking. This muscle-based approach enables
relatively rapid (~10 seconds) generation of individualized low-force assistance profiles that provide metabolic benefit.
This approach may help support the adoption of wearable robotics in real-world, dynamic locomotor tasks by
enabling comfortable, tailored, and adaptive assistance.
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Last, during late stance (~40 to 60%), the muscle continues to contract concentrically to generate additional positive power, and the
energy that was stored in the tendon is returned to generate positive
power for push-off. The production of force during concentric contraction is understood to be more metabolically costly than eccentric or isometric contraction due to reduced mechanochemical
efficiency of adenosine 5′-triphosphate synthesis (28–30).
Nuckols et al., Sci. Robot. 6, eabj1362 (2021)
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RESULTS

Muscle dynamics–based assistance profile generation
We acquired B-mode ultrasound images, joint kinematics and kinetics,
and EMG on 9 healthy adults [n = 9, 3 females and 6 males; age =
29.1 ± 4.04 years (means ± SD); mass = 67.9 ± 12.9 kg; height =
1.71 ± 0.07 m] while they walked at speeds of 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1
on level ground and additionally at 1.25 m s−1 at a 5.71° (10% grade)
incline. From these data, we calculated the task-specific assistance
profiles for each participant that were designed to mimic the demand for concentric contraction in the muscle (Fig. 2 and fig. S1).
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Fig. 1. Ankle MT mechanics and energetics. (A) Example of length change and
power of the muscle fascicle, tendon, and MT (ankle joint) for fast walking [figure
created from data from (26)]. Between heel strike (0%) and (1), the muscle remains
approximately isometric/eccentric, the ankle is dorsiflexing, which elongates the MT,
and the tendon stores mechanical elastic energy. At (1), muscle concentric contraction begins, and the muscle produces positive power. Mechanical energy continues
to be stored in the tendon. At (2), the ankle begins plantar flexion rotation and produces
positive joint (MT) power. Shortly after at (3), the tendon returns the mechanical
energy, resulting in a burst of positive power at the ankle. (B) Isometric and eccentric muscle contractions are more efficient than concentric contractions [Equation
from (28)]. The muscle-based assistance profile is designed to selectively target the
region of concentric contraction [(1) to toe-off] where the muscle is less efficient.

These timings are average approximations for level walking at
1.25 m s−1, but MT dynamics vary across individuals and are task
dependent (31, 32). As walking speed changes, fascicle shortening
velocity changes to accommodate the demands (26, 33). For uphill
walking, positive power is needed to raise the center of mass; however, the relatively high compliance of the ankle MT makes it less
effective in these tasks (34, 35). By understanding how individuals
take advantage of MT mechanisms to produce efficient movement
in a variety of activities, we have the opportunity to develop systems
that work more synergistically with the user. We expect that an exosuit assistance strategy based on the individuals’ measured muscle
dynamics (i.e., force and power) in the specific task would improve
exosuit performance and provide benefit during real-world use.
We developed a muscle-based assistance (MBA) strategy wherein
the exosuit assistance was derived from direct measurements of
soleus muscle dynamics from each participant as they walked in
multiple walking tasks. We directly measured soleus muscle
dynamics by using brightness-mode (B-mode) ultrasonography,
which captured a continuous sequence of two-dimensional images
of the soleus as participants walked. For each individual and task,
we prerecorded B-mode ultrasound images and estimated the force
produced by the soleus during the inefficient concentric contraction
phase. We then designed the exosuit assistance profile to be proportional to that estimated force. This approach allowed us to separate
the force generation developed through efficient passive tendon
mechanics and economical isometric muscle contraction from the
force that is generated uneconomically when the muscle concentrically contracts (i.e., shortening and producing positive power). We
focus only on the soleus muscle because it is the largest of the plantar flexor muscles, making up about 54% of the physiological area
(36). This was done to simplify the approach and to aim for the
lowest level of force that provides appreciable benefit.
We developed and tested the MBA approach with a bilateral ankle
soft exosuit at multiple walking speeds (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1)
and incline walking (1.25 m s−1 at a 5.71° incline). Our goal was to
assess whether the bilateral ankle assistance with the MBA profile
would be effective in reducing the metabolic energy demand for
these walking tasks compared with not wearing a device. To further
reinforce our investigation into the effectiveness of the MBA profile, we performed an additional study that directly compared the
MBA profile with other bioinspired strategies and the average profile from a previous optimization study with high assistance levels
(15, 37). We also performed a single-participant study where we used
ultrasonography to directly measure the effects of MBA assistance
on muscle dynamics. Last, we performed a proof-of-concept study
demonstrating the feasibility of online MBA assistance generation
in a mobile ankle exosuit for overground outdoor walking.
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As level ground walking speed increased, the exosuit profiles exhibited
earlier force development and higher force magnitude. Similarly,
compared with level walking, uphill walking profiles at matched
speed developed force earlier and had higher force magnitude
(Fig. 3A, fig. S2, and table S1).
To highlight the importance of evaluating the underlying muscle
in developing individual and task-specific profiles, we analyzed how
the joint and the estimated muscle dynamics changed across conditions and participants. The response to changing tasks varied more
in the muscle than at the joint. Compared with level 1.25 m s−1,
MBA force at 60% of the gait cycle changed by −39.4, 61.3, 121.2,
and 99.9% for 1.0, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° incline (Fig. 3A, fig.
S2, and table S1). There was a slight negative but nonsignificant
correlation between peak MBA exosuit torque (non–mass normalized) and body mass [two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA);
main effect: mass, P = 0.2409; task, P < 0.0001; coefficient of determination (R2) = 0.56]. The ankle joint produced relatively similar
moments across walking speeds and inclines and was similar
across participants. Compared with level 1.25 m s−1, peak ankle
joint moment changed by −9.3, 8.7, 17.2, and 13.1% for 1.0, 1.5,
and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° incline. Peak ankle power was more sensitive across walking speeds with a difference of −29.2, 26.1, and
54.2% for 1.0, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1 compared with 1.25 m s−1 but was
less sensitive to incline, which increased by 19.5% for 5.71° (Fig. 3A,
fig. S2, and table S2). Moreover, the onset of positive muscle power
was more sensitive to the walking task than the onset of positive
joint power (table S1).
Nuckols et al., Sci. Robot. 6, eabj1362 (2021)
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Effect of MBA profile on metabolic demand in multiple
walking tasks
We tested whether the MBA method was effective at reducing metabolic energy demand. After a training session, the nine participants
walked in the same walking tasks, with the ankle exosuit applying
plantar flexion (PF) assistance using the individualized and task-
specific MBA profiles (Fig. 3B). The peak applied torque was 0.18 ±
0.03, 0.23 ± 0.03, 0.30 ± 0.03, 0.33 ± 0.03, and 0.38 ± 0.03 N m kg−1
for 1.00, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° walking, respectively
(table S2). The MBA approach allowed us to develop assistance profiles that were effective across a range of walking tasks. Compared
with NO-DEVICE, the exosuit with the MBA profiles significantly
reduced the metabolic demand for level walking at 1.25, 1.5, and
1.75 m s−1 and for 5.71° incline walking at 1.25 m s−1. The net metabolic reduction comparing MBA with NO-DEVICE for level walking
was −0.70 ± 0.24 W kg−1 (means ± SEM) (Wilcoxon signed-rank,
two-tailed, n = 9, z = −22; P = 0.0078; 15.9%) at 1.25 m s−1, −0.53 ±
0.22 W kg−1 (n = 9, z = −18.5; P = 0.0273; 9.7%) at 1.5 m s−1,
−0.66 ± 0.26 W kg−1 (n = 7, z = −12; P = 0.0469; 8.9%) at 1.75 m s−1,
and −0.74 ± 0.32 W kg−1 (n = 9, z = −19.5; P = 0.0195; 7.8%) at 5.71°
(Fig. 3C and table S3). We measured a slight nonsignificant reduction of −0.22 ± 0.22 W kg−1 (n = 9, z = −5; P = 0.5859; 4.3%) at
1.0 m s−1. We calculated the efficiency of the exosuit force application [metabolic reduction per unit of applied peak torque (watt
newton −1 meter −1)] by dividing the metabolic reduction (watt
kilogram−1) by peak applied torque (newton meter kilogram−1).
Compared with other assistance strategies reported in literature
3 of 11
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Fig. 2. Generation of the MBA profile from measured soleus dynamics. A low-profile ultrasound probe recorded images of the soleus while participants walked in
multiple tasks. We performed offline optical flow image processing to measure the velocity of the muscle concentric contraction. From this velocity profile, we estimated
the stretch generated in the tendon and, by multiplying by tendon quasi-stiffness, the force in the tendon generated by muscle concentric contraction. These unique
profiles were applied back to the participants through the ankle exosuit to offset the requirement of the soleus to produce positive power and reduce energy use.
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(38–43), the MBA profile was also more efficient at reducing metabolic demand (Fig. 3E).
Effects of MBA profile on biomechanics
We evaluated the biomechanics of the ankle comparing the MBA
profile with the NO-DEVICE condition in each walking task. Peak
PF angle and velocity increased significantly for all walking tasks
with MBA. Peak ankle dorsiflexion angle did not significantly change
(fig. S3 and table S2).
Peak net (Bio + Exo) ankle moment did not change significantly
in any of the walking tasks (Fig. 3A, figs. S2 and S3, and table S2).
Nuckols et al., Sci. Robot. 6, eabj1362 (2021)
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Peak biological component of ankle moment was reduced by 2.8%
(two-tailed paired t test; P = 0.1698), 6.1% (P = 0.0407), 10.7%
(P = 0.0033), 10.2% (n = 6, P = 0.0385), and 15.6% (P < 0.0001) for
1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° (figs. S2 and S3 and table S2).
Peak biological positive power increased by 18.7% (P = 0.0078), 26.5%
(P = 0.0117), 30.2% (P = 0.0039), 36.2% (n = 6, P = 0.0313), and
17.5% (P = 0.0391) (fig. S3 and table S2).
Average soleus activation during mid-late stance (20% stride to
peak ankle torque) significantly decreased by 4.6% (two-tailed paired
t test; P = 0.0463), 7.18% (P = 0.0449), 6.6% (P = 0.0490), 8.5%
(P = 0.0371), and 9.2% (P = 0.0493) for 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1
4 of 11
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Fig. 3. Biomechanical and energetic response to the MBA ankle exosuit across a range of walking tasks. (A) Group average ankle moment and exosuit torque profiles for each walking task normalized by participant body mass MBA exosuit assistance resulted in lower biological ankle moments. (B) Ankle exosuit with offboard actuation for the main study. (C) Group average net metabolic energy (watts kilogram−1; means ± SEM) use for each of the walking tasks (*P < 0.05). Energy use was lower with
the MBA exosuit compared with NO-DEVICE for all except the slowest walking speed. (D) Metabolic reduction (%; means ± SEM) for each walking task relative to wearable
ankle robots in literature that compared with NO-DEVICE (19, 38–43, 67). (E) The ratio of the metabolic reduction (watts kilogram−1) to the applied ankle assistive torque
(newton meter kilogram−1). The MBA ankle exosuit had a higher metabolic benefit for equivalent applied torque. The torques estimated for the MBA profiles were generally lower than those used in other studies (fig. S7). (Notes: 1Exoskeleton torque not reported; 2Walking with load carriage; 3Passive device; n = 9 for 1.0, 1.25, and
1.5 m s−1 and 5.71°; n = 7 for 1.75 m s−1.)
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and 5.71° (fig. S3 and table S4). Peak soleus activation during stance
decreased for the same conditions by 7.6, 8.7, 7.7, 7.4, and 7.7%, but
the changes were not significant. Tibialis anterior (TA) activation
did not increase with exosuit assistance and instead significantly decreased under the 1.25 m s−1 condition (n = 9, Wilcoxon signedrank, two-tailed; P = 0.0117).

Evaluating the effects of MBA profile on muscle mechanics
To further understand the muscle-level response, we performed a
single-participant study where we collected B-mode ultrasound
images of the soleus during walking with and without MBA exosuit
across four walking tasks. Our results suggest that the MBA profile
resulted in a decrease in the velocity of concentric contraction toward
isometric contraction during mid-stance (fig. S4).

Fig. 4. Direct comparison of MBA to other assistance strategies. For a range of walking speeds and inclines, the effectiveness of the MBA profile was compared with
joint power (POW)– and muscle activation (EMG)–based profiles and the average profile from a previous optimization study (FXD). (A) The three bioinspired profiles (MBA,
EMG, and POW) were generated from the measured biomechanics of the individual for each walking task, whereas the FXD profile was derived from literature. (B) The
metabolic energy use for each profile relative to the MBA profile. The MBA profile performed better than the POW, EMG, and FXD profiles at reducing metabolic energy
use. (C) The ratio of the metabolic reduction (watts kilogram−1) to the applied ankle assistive torque (newton meter kilogram−1). The MBA ankle exosuit had a higher
metabolic benefit for equivalent applied torque (n = 2).
Nuckols et al., Sci. Robot. 6, eabj1362 (2021)
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Evaluation of MBA profile against alternative
assistance strategies
The four assistance profiles—MBA, muscle activation (EMG), joint
power (POW), and fixed (FXD)—were evaluated for walking at 1.0,
1.25, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° (Fig. 4A). We removed the 1.5 m s−1
task to maintain the range of tasks while keeping a reasonable session length. On average, across the four tasks, the metabolic demand with MBA was lower than with FXD, POW, and EMG profiles
by 0.28 ± 0.15, 0.26 ± 0.15, and 1.09 ± 0.36 W kg−1 (means ± SD)

(Fig. 4B). The peak applied forces for the POW and EMG profiles
were set to the peaks of the MBA profiles, which were 170 ± 14, 229 ±
21, 329 ± 13, and 335 ± 16 N for 1.0, 1.25, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71°,
to normalize the assistance levels. The peak applied force for the FXD
profile was fixed on the basis of participant body mass per the approach in (15, 37) and was 430 ± 20 N across the conditions. Across the
walking tasks, the metabolic benefit for the given level of torque was
higher with MBA compared with FXD, EMG, and POW (Fig. 4C).
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Proof of concept: Feasibility of online assistance generation
in overground walking
As a proof of concept for real-world use, we demonstrated the feasibility of online adaptive assistance (i.e., capture ultrasound images,
process it, and generate a profile) in a mobile version for variable-
speed, overground outdoor walking (Supplementary Text, figs. S5
and S6, and movie S1).
DISCUSSION
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We have demonstrated that individualized assistance profiles derived
directly from measured soleus muscle dynamics can reduce metabolic
demand across a range of relevant walking tasks. Although most
other studies have tuned and tested for a single walking task, the
generalizable MBA approach achieved significant metabolic reductions for three level walking speeds (1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1) and
inclined walking (5.71° at 1.25 m s−1) (Fig. 3D) (44). Furthermore,
the MBA approach achieved these benefits with relatively low applied force (Fig. 3E and fig. S7).
These reductions in metabolic energy demand were likely partially due to the reduction in soleus activation during mid-late stance
(fig. S3 and table S4). Furthermore, our data showed no increase in
antagonist TA co-contraction when assistance was applied, which
suggests that the MBA approach may have enabled a more “natural”
operation in which users did not fight the assistance. TA activity
can also help explain the benefit (or lack of benefit) from different
levels of assistance at multiple walking speeds (45). Participants also
significantly increased biological positive ankle power when assistance
was applied (fig. S3 and table S2). Although we cannot say from this
study, the increase in ankle power may have provided a metabolic
benefit by offloading more proximal muscles such as the hip flexors/
extensors (43, 46, 47).
We also aimed to understand the effects of MBA on muscle dynamics. In mid-stance, the MBA profile was likely successful at
minimizing the disruption of well-tuned isometric/eccentric contraction. We measured minimal change in ankle dorsiflexion during
this period of the gait cycle (fig. S3), which can be an indicator of
trained (i.e., effective) exoskeleton use (48). Prior studies have
shown that exoskeletons for PF assistance can result in decreased
dorsiflexion angle, which may lead to decreased MT length and reduced tendon stretch (49). Furthermore, in the single-participant
study, we measured little to no shift into eccentric contraction velocity, which supports the prediction that tendon energy storage
mechanics will be maintained with MBA (fig. S4). Conversely, in
late stance, the MBA profile may not have fully achieved the design
goal of completely offsetting soleus positive power. Because ankle
velocity/power increased, we expect that muscle velocity did not decrease when assistance was applied (fig. S3 and table S2).
Because the MBA strategy was derived from the user’s measured
muscle mechanics, the assistance profiles changed in sync with the
user’s muscle mechanics as the walking task changed. The trends in
the timing and magnitude of the generated force profiles indicate
that our method was able to capture the changes related to the increased muscle force/work demands for faster (26, 33) and inclined
walking (Supplementary Text) (32, 34). Although the MBA profile
is difficult to parameterize because each time point is uniquely defined using measured muscle velocity, for deeper analysis, we focused on characterizing the assistance onset timing and the peak
magnitude, both important and commonly defined parameters for

ankle devices (15). Other control parameters (e.g., peak timing and
offset timing) have also been used for profile generation (15) but
were not the primary parameters of interest for this work.
The onset of force development for the MBA profiles (Fig. 3A,
fig. S2, and table S1) generally falls into what seems to be an impor
tant time slot between the early onset times (~10%), associated with
torque (50) and soleus EMG (23) profiles, and the later onset times
(~45% at 1.25 and 1.5 m s−1), associated with joint positive power
used in other studies (18, 19, 21). The approaches that assisted earlier in the gait cycle (or assist too much in early-mid stance) often
resulted in increased total ankle moment (23, 42, 49) and may have
disrupted normal tuned MT dynamics by unloading the energy that
was stored in the tendon while the muscle was still isometric [0% to
(a) in Fig. 1A]. That additional force then needed to be made up in
the latter portion of the gait cycle by increasing muscle contraction,
delivering high levels of assistance, or directly or indirectly assisting
muscles other than soleus (e.g., hip flexors) (20). In our additional
study comparing MBA with EMG-based assistance, the EMG profile timing was earlier than MBA, and the MBA profile resulted in
lower metabolic demand for all walking tasks (Fig. 4B). Compared
with devices that target ankle power, the onset of assistance from
our device tended to be earlier. By the time the ankle is producing
positive power, the underlying muscle has likely already begun
producing positive power. Hence, previous approaches may have
missed an opportunity to assist the muscle during the early regions
of concentric contraction [(a) to (b) in Fig. 1A]. In our additional
study comparing MBA with a power-based profile (POW), the onset of MBA was earlier than POW, and MBA had better metabolic
reductions for all walking tasks (Fig. 4B). As speed and incline increased, the difference in timing between the onset of muscle contraction and joint positive power increased (Fig. 3A, figs. S2 and S3,
and table S1), which suggests the importance of measuring and calculating muscle mechanics to adjust assistance as tasks change.
By tailoring assistance to measured MT dynamics from the individual, the MBA profiles can be highly effective at reducing metabolic demand without the need to apply high forces. Compared
with the 0.23 N m kg−1 average assistance with MBA, other recent
ankle devices applied assistance in the range of 0.39 to 0.75 N m kg−1
at 1.25 m s−1 (fig. S7) (15, 37, 38, 40). We directly demonstrated
this assistance efficiency in our additional study by comparing MBA
against a fixed profile (FXD) that has been proven to be effective at
1.25 m s−1 but applies a higher, fixed level of assistance across walking tasks (Fig. 4C) (15, 37). The MBA profile resulted in better meta
bolic benefit while delivering lower levels of assistance (Fig. 3E). We
also showed that too much assistance was detrimental at slow walking speeds, which further suggests that applied assistance may be
better informed by muscle mechanics than joint mechanics.
Whether a “task-tuned” FXD profile (i.e., not individualized) would
perform as well as the MBA profile was unclear because we cannot
completely distinguish what portions of the metabolic benefit were
from the individualization versus the general characteristics of
the profile. We did not try to develop a generic profile for any of
the walking tasks because of the large variability in MBA profiles
across users. Some of these questions may also be addressed by other
studies (51).
This ability to achieve metabolic benefit with relatively low forces
has implications for exosuit design for long-term, real-world use by
allowing for smaller and lighter power sources and actuators, which,
in turn, further decreases loading while increasing comfort. In a
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MT, our estimates of muscle contraction were likely less certain. We
assumed that muscle contraction velocity was constant during the
push-off phase, an approach that is supported by other work that
showed a somewhat linear change in muscle length during late
stance (60).
There are additional limitations related to the metabolic results. We acknowledge that the MBA profile may not be the best
assistance for maximizing whole-body metabolic demand. The MBA
profile here was designed to target a single muscle/joint and thus
does not consider the coordination between joints and muscles. For
comparison, HIL optimization often targets whole-body metabolic
optimization and may capture some of the interactions across multiple muscles or joints. However, because very few studies are conducted at different walking tasks (45, 61), apart from the additional
two-participant study here, we do not have a good comparison of
MBA against other approaches for a range of speeds and inclines.
Here, we have demonstrated how users’ measured muscle dynamics can be used to develop exosuit assistance profiles that are
tailored to the individual and adaptive to dynamic walking tasks.
By tuning the assistance to the individuals’ muscle mechanics, our
MBA strategy provided metabolic benefit in multiple walking tasks
using relatively low forces. Thus, the MBA strategy is both effective and
efficient. On the basis of the MBA principles presented here, future
work may be able to improve estimation methods and closed-loop
controllers to enable real-time dynamic control for real-world tasks.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Nine healthy adults [n = 9, 3 females and 6 males; age = 29.1 ±
4.04 years (means ± SD); mass = 67.9 ± 12.9 kg; height = 1.71 ± 0.07 m]
participated in the study. All participants reported no previous history
of musculoskeletal injury or diseases, and all participants provided
written informed consent before their participation. The study was
approved by the Harvard Longwood Medical Area Institutional
Review Board, and all methods were carried out in accordance with
the approved study protocol.
Experimental procedure and study design
Overview
All participants attended three experimental visits: a baseline biomechanics assessment, a training visit, and a testing visit. In brief, in
the first visit, participants walked without wearing a device while we
measured their baseline biomechanics, including muscle mechanics.
These data were used to develop user-specific MBA profiles for the
different walking tasks, which were then applied back to the participant in the second (training) and the third (testing) visits.
Visit 1—Baseline biomechanics assessment
In the first visit, each participant walked on a treadmill at six different walking tasks: five level ground speeds of 0.75, 1.00, 1.25, 1.5,
and 1.75 m s−1 and one 5.71° (10%) grade at 1.25 m s−1. Participants
walked for 2 min for each task while lower-limb segment motions
were measured using a motion capture system (120 Hz; Qualisys,
Gothenburg, Sweden), and three-dimensional ground reaction forces
(GRFs) were measured by an instrumented treadmill (1200 Hz;
Bertec, Columbus, OH, USA). Surface EMG (1200 Hz; Delsys,
Natick, MA, USA) captured muscle activation of the soleus
and TA. A low-profile ultrasound transducer (113 Hz; MicrUs,
Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania) attached on the left leg over the MG
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proof-of-concept real-world evaluation, we demonstrated online
adaptive assistance in a mobile version for variable-speed, overground outdoor walking (Supplementary Text, figs. S5 and S6, and
movie S1). Unlike HIL optimization, the assistance profile can be
generated with only a few seconds of walking data, making rapid
individualization of assistance possible in a wide range of walking
scenarios. Combined with the relatively low force requirements,
this MBA approach opens up the possibility of real-world application to small mobile devices that are comfortable and work synergistically with the user.
The design goal of the MBA approach was to, at least partially,
replace the force produced by the muscle during concentric contraction with exosuit assistance and still allow individuals to walk
“normally.” Thus, when designing the approach for the MBA profiles, we intentionally derived the assistance profile from the unassisted
muscle dynamics. Inherent in this approach was the assumption
that as individuals become proficient with the device, they will
attempt to walk with joint dynamics that are similar to their normal
dynamics (48). In addition, we assumed that the muscle dynamics
of the individuals would be similar between testing sessions. The
alternative would be to measure muscle dynamics while assistance
is applied. In this case, even if joint dynamics were unchanged as
suggested during mid-stance in our study (fig. S3), the underlying
MT dynamics would likely be in an altered state (49, 52). Here, we
focused on developing a technique that enabled a reasonably accurate estimate of soleus concentric contraction that could then be
applied to developing assistance profiles.
Given the complexity of the plantar flexor MTs, numerous simplifications were used in our development of the MBA exosuit profile.
Our goal in this work was to develop a simple and robust method
for estimating the force needed to at least partially offset the shortening of the bulk muscle. We briefly discuss this here but provide additional detail on the justification of assumptions/simplifications
and their implications in the Supplementary Text. The soleus MT
and the interaction of the soleus with the tendon and two parallel
gastrocnemius muscles that make up the triceps surae muscle group
are complex (53, 54). The free tendon of the AT becomes the aponeurosis as it encapsulates and extends along the length of the
muscle (55). The displacement of the muscle depends on the location, and the displacement that is measured more proximally is likely
greater than the displacement more toward the ankle (free tendon)
(56). We picked a location over the medial gastrocnemius (MG) because the soleus MT junction is very distal and difficult to measure
(particularly with boots), and the location over the MG provided a
stable anchor point. The MBA method additionally assumed that
the tendon interacted purely in-series with the soleus muscle, a simplification that has been recommended and used in prior models
(57, 58). We assumed a constant soleus moment arm similar to prior work modeling the soleus MT (58). However, in vivo experiments
during walking have found that, although 41 mm is close to the average moment arm throughout the gait cycle, there can be 1 to 2 mm
of variation during the mid-late stance phase (59). This variation is
small and may lead to errors of 2 to 5% in the generated force
profiles.
We assumed that ankle dorsiflexion minimally affected the measurement of concentric contraction. This assumption may have led
to the underestimation of force produced by the muscle during concentric contraction as dorsiflexion lengthens the MT. During the
late-stance phase, because of the rapid movement of the joint and
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the soleus contraction imparts on the in-series AT by shortening
(LSOL/AT) for each individual and walking task, we measured the
soleus contraction velocity and integrated it to estimate the AT stretch.
Furthermore, we estimated the AT quasi-stiffness (kAT) for each individual and scaled the resultant force to the approximate contribution of the soleus relative to the plantar flexors (rPCSASOL = 0.54)
(36). Many assumptions and simplifications are built into this approach (see Discussion). Our focus was on developing a technique that
enabled a reasonably accurate estimate of soleus concentric contraction that could then be applied to developing assistance profiles.
Direct measurements of muscle kinematics
In the first session, we securely attached a low-profile ultrasound
transducer over the left MG, which gave a view of both the MG and
the underlying soleus (49, 62). We assumed that MT dynamics
would be similar across both legs based on prior work studying the
soleus across walking speeds (33). With the participant walking on
the treadmill, for each speed and incline, we recorded about 10 s of
continuous B-mode ultrasound images of the soleus muscle at
~113 Hz during the last 30 s of the trial. The ultrasound image
frames were synced with the motion capture and GRF data.
Estimation of soleus contraction velocity and estimation of
AT stretch
In postprocessing, we used a custom MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick,
MA, USA) optical flow algorithm to calculate the soleus velocity that
was parallel with the soleus superficial aponeurosis from the continuous
sequence of ultrasound images (62). The soleus velocity was segmented
into individual strides based on GRF heel-strike timestamps to obtain
an average velocity profile. We integrated the positive (i.e., shorten ) over the mid-late
ing) component of the soleus velocity (Vel+SOL
stance period based on the intention for assistance to increase over
the gait cycle and to provide stability to the assistance profile. To
calculate the length change of the muscle during the dorsiflexion
phase [LSOL/AT(t)∣DF], we integrated the measured velocity beginning at 20% gait cycle [i.e., LSOL/AT(0.2) = 0] up to the transition to
ankle PF at t* (Eqs. 2 and 3). During mid-stance, the ankle is slowly
dorsiflexing and elongating the MT. This tends to stretch the muscle and create distal displacement of the muscle. Thus, we assumed
that any proximal displacement of the muscle during this intermediate time region is not from joint rotation. Rather, we assumed that
any proximal displacement in this region was from concentric contraction. In the PF phase, because the measured soleus velocity was
heavily affected by rapid ankle PF, we set the velocity to the measured
 (t
 ) ∣ t≥t*  = Vel+SOL
 (t
 * )].
velocity at the transition to PF [i.e., Vel+SOL
This approach is supported by other work that showed a somewhat
linear change in muscle length during late stance (60)

B-mode ultrasound-derived assistance profile generation
The output of the MBA process was an estimate of how much additional force the soleus muscle contributed to the MT force by concentrically contracting. Our approach calculates the additional soleus
force by estimating the stretch the soleus contraction imparts on the
in-series AT and then multiplying by the estimated tendon quasi-
stiffness (Eq. 1) (fig. S1)

   { Vel  ANK(t ) > 0 & t > 0.2}	
	
t * = argmin

	F SOL_Conc = ∆ L SOL/AT * kA  T * rPCSA SOL	

(1)

Although the equation is quite simple, the challenge lies in the
inability to easily measure muscle state and tendon physiological
properties. In our approach, to calculate the additional stretch that
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t

(2)

ΔL SOL/AT(t ) = ∫mid‐late  Vel+SOL
 (t
 ) ⋅ dt


 
stance

t
	
 ⎧∫
   
 (t
 ) ⋅ dt (0.2 ≤ t < t* )
 0.2 Vel+SOL


≈ ⎨   
 t*
t
⎩∫
 0.2  Vel
 +SOL
 (t
 ) ⋅ dt + ∫t*   Vel+SOL
 (t
 * ) ⋅ dt (t * ≤ t < toe-off)
⎪

(3)

⎪

We then combined the two phases sequentially to estimate the length
change of the soleus muscle due to concentric contraction throughout
stance. Because the soleus and AT are in-series, we assumed that the
additional AT stretch due to concentric contraction was equal to the
length change of the soleus (i.e., LSOL/AT = −LSOL = LAT).
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captured B-mode ultrasound images of the MG and soleus. Participants wore the same shoes during the baseline collection as in
the later visits to maintain similar loading conditions. Data from
the last 30 s of 0.75 m s−1 walking were used to estimate AT quasi-
stiffness, as outlined in the “Estimation of AT quasi-stiffness”
section, and from the remaining walking conditions to develop the user-specific force profiles for different walking tasks, as
outlined in the “B-mode ultrasound-derived assistance profile
generation” section.
Visit 2—Training
In the second session, each participant walked for the latter five
tasks (1.00, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71°) while wearing an
active ankle exosuit applying their customized assistance profiles.
At the beginning of each task, the participants underwent a procedure for setting the maximum cable retraction limit to prevent
overrotation at ankle joints (see “Control approach” in the “Soft
exosuit” section for details). Then, the participants walked for 5 to
10 min for each task (5 min for 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71°, 10 min for the
rest) and experienced walking with the active exosuit using the
customized assistance profiles. While walking, the participants were
instructed to try to conform to the external assistance and to try not
to resist it. For the training session, no measurements were collected.
Visit 3—Testing
In the third session, each participant again walked on a treadmill for
the same five walking tasks, once while wearing the active exosuit
with the MBA profiles and once without the exosuit (NO-DEVICE).
To minimize the sequence effect, the NO-DEVICE conditions were
tested first for half the participants, and MBA was tested first for the
other half. Within the MBA (or NO-DEVICE) grouping, the order of
tasks was not randomized. The order was always 1.00 m s−1, 1.25 m s−1,
1.5 m s−1, 5.71°, and 1.75 m s−1. We did this to minimize the potential
for fatigue to affect measurements at the slower speeds, and we determined it suitable because different speed/incline tasks were not
directly compared with each other (i.e., active assistance at 1.0 m s−1
was not compared with 1.25 m s−1). While participants walked for
5 min in each walking task and suit condition, we measured the
metabolic cost of walking by portable indirect calorimetry (K5,
COSMED, Rome, Italy), TA and soleus (SOL) muscle activity with
EMG (2040 Hz), and lower-limb segment motions and GRFs. We
were concerned about participant comfort biasing metabolic measurements and decided to minimize the placement of sensors underneath or near the textile components of the exosuit. Hence, we
did not collect EMG data from the gastrocnemius and, similarly, did
not collect ultrasound during the active exosuit conditions in the
main study.
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ma  ANK
	F EXO = F SOL_Conc ∗ ─
ma  EXO 	

(4)

By providing an equivalent torque, the goal of this method was
to offset only the force produced by the muscle during concentric
contraction in mid-late stance when the MT dynamics become relatively uneconomical.
Direct comparison of MBA to other assistance profiles
Our direct comparison of MBA against alternative assistance strategies let us better understand how the MBA performed relative to
other bioinspired approaches. For two individuals (one male and
one female), we performed a direct head-to-head comparison of the
MBA profile to other biological mechanism–derived strategies and
an average profile based on a previous optimization study (15, 37)
in an additional visit. The four assistance profiles were MBA, muscle activation (EMG), ankle positive power (POW), and a fixed literature reference (FXD). We used the participant’s data from the
first biomechanics visit, which collected baseline soleus EMG, ankle
joint dynamics, and B-mode ultrasound of the soleus for walking
tasks at 1.0, 1.25, and 1.75 m s−1 and 5.71° to develop the assistance
profiles. The baseline soleus EMG envelope and positive ankle power
profiles calculated in each walking task were used as the assistance profiles for EMG and POW, respectively, and thus, each profile was
unique to both the user and the walking task. The peak demanded
forces for the MBA, EMG, and POW profiles were set to be the same
to allow for a fair comparison across biologically inspired approaches
Nuckols et al., Sci. Robot. 6, eabj1362 (2021)
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because prior studies have shown that increasing assistance magnitude
can increase metabolic benefit (20). For FXD, an averaged profile
from a previous HIL optimization study (15) was used. This reference has been used in other ankle assistive device papers (37). The
peak magnitude of the averaged ankle moment assistance profile
was 0.75 N m kg−1, and the profile was scaled by each participant’s
body weight (60 and 56 kg, respectively) and the moment arm of the
exosuit (maEXO = 0.10 m).
On the testing day, each participant walked on a treadmill in the
order of 1.00 m s−1, 1.25 m s−1, 5.71°, and 1.75 m s−1. We removed
the 1.5 m s−1 task to maintain the range of tasks while keeping a
reasonable session length. The four assistance profiles were applied
at each walking task in randomized order. The participant walked
for 5 min for each suit condition and walking task, and we measured
the metabolic cost of walking with portable indirect calorimetry. A
training day was not performed. The two participants had been tested
with the MBA profile previously, but because the gap between this
and the previous session was 8 months, we determined that training
was not a factor.
Soft exosuit
Apparel components
The soft exosuit was designed to assist ankle PF during walking
(Fig. 3B). The exosuit textile components per leg consisted of an
underlying Fabrifoam liner, a calf wrap, and an arch-shaped rigid
plastic shield inserted in between to prevent compression-induced
fatigue of the TA muscle. The calf wraps were similar to those previously reported by our group (18, 63) but redistributed the compression toward the most superior region of the shank to permit the
calf muscles to bulge in a more physiologically relevant manner
while walking (64).
Hardware implementation
An offboard actuator with two custom motors (Allied Motion
Technologies, Amherst, NY, USA) was used to generate assistive
forces (65, 66). Bowden cables between the posterior calves and
heels were used to transmit the forces to the user. An inertial measurement unit (IMU; MTi-3 AHRS, Xsens Technologies, Enschede,
The Netherlands) on each foot and a load cell (LSB200, FUTEK
Advanced Sensor Technology, Irvine, CA, USA) on each calf wrap
were used to track and apply assistance. All components on both
legs had a total mass of 0.68 kg.
Control approach
A real-time target machine (Speedgoat, Liebefeld, Switzerland) ran
a custom Simulink (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) model to drive
the motors in the offboard actuator. The high-level controller in the
Simulink model was designed to generate the desired force profiles
over a gait cycle while not rotating the ankle joints excessively. First,
the controller detected heel strikes for each leg using the foot IMU
and segmented walking cycles (21). Then, the controller ran a PI
force control loop cascaded with a current loop to track the desired
force profile (66). While running the force control loop, the controller also monitored the Bowden cable retraction length and released
the cable as soon as the motor reached a participant/task-specific
maximum retraction threshold. For this, at the beginning of each
active exosuit condition, a handheld controller was used to allow
the participant to set the cable retraction threshold as high as possible while ensuring that the assistance did not overrotate their
ankles. This approach enabled safe and robust force tracking until
the end of push-off.
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Estimation of AT quasi-stiffness
We estimated the individuals’ AT quasi-stiffness (length-tension
relationship) (kAT) based on the ankle angle and ankle moment
during the mid-late stance while walking slowly (58). We assumed
that the plantar flexor muscles isometrically contract and do not
change their length during this period (i.e., the ankle angle change
is associated only with the AT length change), the dorsiflexor muscles are not active during this period (i.e., the ankle moment is associated only with the force on the AT), and the AT quasi-stiffness
curve is linear. Thus, we estimated that the ankle’s quasi-stiffness
during this region was generated from the AT quasi-stiffness. The
AT length change and the force on the AT were estimated for 35 to
40% gait cycle from the ankle angle change and the ankle moment
during 0.75 m s−1 walking, respectively, assuming a constant biological moment arm of the ankle (maANK = 0.041 m) (58). AT force was
estimated by dividing the ankle moment by the assumed moment
arm of the biological ankle (maANK = 0.041 m) (58). We then estimated the AT quasi-stiffness as the slope of a linear regression line
between the estimated AT force and AT length. The average R2 of
the linear regression was 0.998, confirming that the linearity assumption was valid.
Generation of assistance profile
We then multiplied the AT stretch profiles for each participant by
their estimated AT quasi-stiffness (kAT) and rPCSASOL (Eq. 1) to
generate an estimated biological force generated by the soleus concentric contraction for each task and person (FSOL_Conc). Last, we
calculated the exosuit force (FEXO) required to generate an equivalent (and thus offsetting) ankle moment to that generated by the
estimated soleus muscle force (FSOL_Conc) by multiplying by the ratio of the assumed moment arm of the biological ankle (maANK =
0.041 m) (58) and exosuit (maEXO = 0.10 m) (Eq. 4)
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Statistics
For net metabolic power, joint dynamics, and EMG, we reported the
means and SEs calculated across participants. The MBA profile was
statistically evaluated against NO-DEVICE at each walking task independently (JMP Pro, SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA). In the evaluation
of the effectiveness of the assistance profile, no statistical comparison
was made across different walking tasks. For metrics where data were
normally distributed, we used a paired t test to compare MBA with NO-
DEVICE ( = 0.05). Net metabolic data were not normally distributed,
and we applied the Wilcoxon signed-rank, two-tailed test ( = 0.05). Two
individuals were unable to complete fast walking (1.75 m s−1), and
we report the actual sample size in the results and within figure captions (n = 7). Joint mechanics and EMG data were unusable for some
other conditions because of noise or treadmill belt crossovers, and we
report the actual sample size next to the data. No statistical analysis was
performed for the additional studies because of the small sample size.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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Data analysis
Analog GRF data and marker positions were filtered at 10 Hz. For
identifying t* only, we separately filtered marker positions for kinematics at 20 Hz. We performed inverse dynamics analysis to calculate
the left leg total joint moments and powers (Visual3D, C-Motion,
Germantown, MD, USA). Exosuit torque was calculated by multiplying the exosuit force measured by load cells by the exosuit moment arm. Exosuit moment arm was dynamic and calculated for the
entire stride as the perpendicular distance between the joint center
and line between markers on either end of the exposed inner
Bowden cable (boot attachment and calf wrap). The biological contribution to the total ankle joint moment was calculated by subtracting the calculated exosuit torque from the total ankle moment.
Joint angles and moments were reported for the sagittal plane. To
calculate the EMG linear envelope, the raw EMG was band-pass filtered at 20 to 450 Hz, rectified, and low-pass filtered at 10 Hz. The
amplitude of the EMG envelope for each muscle was normalized to the
peak amplitude for that muscle measured across all walking tasks
and suit conditions for each participant. For each participant, suit condition, and walking task, the joint mechanics and muscle activation
data were segmented by heel strikes, time-normalized, and averaged
to generate average time-normalized metrics. For the summary statistics, average data (e.g., average moment) were the time integral of the
time series data divided by the time period. Average data for particular phases of a stride were computed as the time integral over that
phase divided by the time elapsed during that gait phase.
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